sometimes by his mistress. If he is shut out, his howls and protests are not
to be borne. He gets in and lies down there to waken us in the morning by
brushing a cold nose to our faces or giving a warm tongue to the cheek at
precisely a few moments before the breakfast bell regularly rings in the
tower on the hill. Then we get up and go into the big living room with its
expanse of cypress, waxed wide-board floor, turn on some favourite dance
music and have the morning frolic we call setting-up exercises, but really
they are more like dancing. Olgivanna learned some of them at the
Institute at Fontainebleau and taught them to us.
Winter nights—all in the frosty white outside—we love to build a great
blazing wood-fire in the big stone bedroom fireplace, closing the inside
shutters of the whole house, and lie there story-telling, arguing or reading
until we fall asleep. Sometimes we take turns reading aloud, lovanna's
fairy-tales always coming first. Carl Sandburg's 'White Horse Girl and
Blue Wind-Boy' is her favourite at the moment and ours too. I read it to
Olgivanna on our first trip to New York—in a lower berth together.
So, you see, Taliesin scenes are homely scenes. These latter years—
lovanna is nearly six years old now—have been a succession of possessions,
changing hours made up of changing moments each with its own lovely
picture to be treasured among pictures. Curly heads and loving dark eyes,
lithe supple bodies, eager minds living life make beautiful pictures. And
all make constant demands.
But though life is homely at Taliesin, life is never monotonous.
Taliesin days are one continuous series of changing play and changing
work, hard to say usually which is which, but emergency always. Always
an emergency. The landscape itself changes outside the windows as the
sea changes, only these valley changes are more immutable than the sea, I
think.
There are no fixed habits yet. Not even good ones. Unless it is that
breakfast bell. We avoid them still as I did when as a young man I made
up my mind that they killed imagination. I have always avoided them,
feeling them the enemy of imaginative well-being in creative work,
Good company rarely comes our way, but will sometimes find its way
to as far away as we are. But we are still pretty far away. We do not often
regret it.
Here we are, free now for the time being. This winter living in quiet
seclusion at work and play all over the house and workshop. We do not see
much difference between our work and play. Usually if the weather is
severe seven or eight of the great stone fireplaces at Taliesin are burning
holes in the forest. Some of them burn oak most of the time at evening.
Our fireplaces have established a pretty good market for cordwood in the
neighbourhood and ^stabilize' it now, although the fireplaces are really for
good measure since the whole place is heated by steam and lighted by our
own hydro-electric plant. A pull on a switch-cord by the bed-side lights
the grounds about the house. I am a little ashamed of this precaution,
because that is what it is.
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